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Tankers
Comments

VLCC

A week of decent gains for owners, as each quarter point is fought over. MEG volumes are assisting owners’ rate pushes, as we saw

over 150 cargoes for June; the highest since April 2020. July also looking decent with mid-month MEG/China cargoes now fixing at

the WS 52 level, up six points from the same time last week. At the time of writing in the Atlantic, four or five enquiries in West

Africa suggests further upward movement and with Smaxes holding their ground, it is likely further increases imminent.

A quick note on the difference a scrubber makes – with a price differential where 380 is 45% cheaper in Singapore right now,

paying almost double the price for your bunkers, the effect on the bottom line is huge. Non-scrubbered owners will not be getting

carried away by the current levels, but at least are in the positive.

Suezmax

Concentric tonnage flows have become the "new normal" in the Atlantic which should eventually result in the term "back-haul",

becoming redundant, at least for the foreseeable future. Suezmax rates appears to be coming off a touch, whilst conversely, VLCCs

appear to be adding a little bit of weight. A glance at available tonnage for TD20 suggests that rates shouldn't drop too much in

the present fixing window as on the early side it still looks fairly tight. The USG also looks like it should trade flat/firm, and from

what we have seen during the last few months, it just needs an ounce of resistance on Aframax's for rates to feed through to the

larger segments. In the East, TD23 should trade in the WS 50's with some slack in the list whilst a MEG/China run will set charterers

back about WS 105-110.

Aframax

One of the slowest weeks this year in the Nsea/Baltic with limited cargoes in the market as main Nsea fields are expected to return

from maintenance. Owners managed to push rates higher in the end of last week for Nsea runs, however market seems softer right

now. Tight supply of Baltic candidates also pushed rates higher in this area. We expect rates to cool off a bit in the short term but

moving forward into July rates might hike again. The Med/Blsea market has continued its softening trend from last week with lack

of cargo activity. We have seen regular cross Mediterranean routes dropping 25 worldscale points give or take. With Force Majeure

still prevailing in some of the Libyan ports, we expect the area to remain soft in the short run.

Rates

Dirty (Spot WS 2021)

MEG/WEST (280 000) WS 32.0 5.0 

MEG/Japan (280 000) WS 52.5 5.5 

MEG/Singapore (280 000) WS 53.5 5.5 

WAF/FEAST (260 000) WS 54.0 4.0 

WAF/USAC (130 000) WS 112.5 -5.0 

Sidi Kerir/W Med (135 000) WS 115.0 5.0 

N. Afr/Euromed (80 000) WS 170.0 -25.0 

UK/Cont (80 000) WS 175.0 -5.0 

Caribs/USG (70 000) WS 160.0 -2.5 

1 Year T/C (USD/Day)

VLCC (Modern) $24000.0 $1,500 

Suezmax (Modern) $19000.0 $0 

Aframax (Modern) $23500.0 $0 

VLCC

VLCCs fixed in all areas last week 67 12 

VLCCs available in MEG next 30 days 155 3 

1 Year T/C Crude

Dry Bulk
Comments

Capesize

Average TC rate remains below the USD 20,000 mark, with a drop of 1k from last week. The c5 route has been volatile over the last

week but is presently more or less at the same value from last week in the low 11s. There has been some concluded c3 fixtures in

the lower 30s over the last week, but index is still under pressure and presently at 29.6 pmt. Period tonnage is still in demand and

index ships are still achieving decent margins.

Panamax

A slow week trading across the board, with the negative market showing no signs of abating with little fresh demand surfacing. In

the Atlantic, sources spoke of a regurgitation of the same tonnage along with a growing list of ballasters rearing their heads only

adding to the soft sentiment already in existence. Similarly, Asia continued to lack any support despite several fresh enquiries’ ex

Indonesia, but versus an ever-growing list these were being easily absorbed.

Some representative fixtures this week:

Shun Tong (81,603/2019) Sunda Straight 21 Jun tct via ECSA redel SE Asia $24,000 – Norden

Golden Ioanari (81,827/2011) Taichung 6/10 Jul tct via Australia redel SE Asia $22,500 - cnr

MBA Giovanni (93,352/2010) psg Taiwan 28 Jun tct via Indonesia redel Malaysia $15,000 – SINMAL

Rui Ning 21 (75,476/2014) Sual 28/29 Jun tct via Indonesia redel S China $24,000 – cnr

South Ocean covered USG/China mid Jul dates Cargill TBN some said approx. $32,000 + $1.0 mio bb others mentioned $30,000 +

$1,0 mio bb nfd

Astraea SB (82,553/2019) Sepetiba 8-9 Jul fxd subs tct via Santos redel Spain $26,000 + $590k bb – ETG

Supramax

Supramax market yet took more beating for another week. The negative trend spreading across all basins and owners seeking to

reposition the tonnage in better areas, like loading in ECSA with better rates compared to USG. It was rumored ADM fixed one Ultra

ballasting from Continent at USD 40,000 pd delivery APS Argentina with grain to Continent. Another Ultra was reported dely aps

Recalada for TCT to Singapore-Japan at USD 22,500/pd plus USD 1.25 mil GBB. In Baltic and Continent market became more stable

during the week and one can say, it bottomed out. More cargo appeared on the market with many scrap player to sell the

commodity on spot basis. The rates did not have much impact due to the surplus of tonnage available in the area. Levels for scrap

cargo to Med and grain cargoes to West Africa for June dates fining in the USD 15,000-18,000 pd, depends on delivery. Med and

Black Sea market very similar to Continent, the rates are fixing around USD 20,000-22,000 pd for USG/ECSA/West Africa

direction. It’s not great. Market in Far East and Indian Ocean were more stable, and rates are flat, perhaps with very small premium

from last week. Ultramax 63,000 dwt delivering North China was fixed at USD 37,000 pd for a trip via Indonesia to WCI. And

Supramax delivering Thailand was done at USD 32,000/pd for a trip via Indonesia to India.

Rates

Capesize (USD/Day, USD/Tonne)

TCE Cont/Far East (180 DWT) $43,250 -$583 

Australia – China $11.2 -$0.9 

Pacific RV $13,309 -$3,609 

Panamax (USD/Day, USD/Tonne)

Transatlantic RV $22,575 -$1,981 

TCE Cont/Far East $31,045 -$2,335 

TCE Far East/Cont $17,729 -$1,247 

TCE Far East RV $20,104 -$2,004 

Supramax (USD/Day)

Atlantic RV $19,790 $11 

Pacific RV $25,900 -$1,314 

TCE Cont/Far East $22,238 -$108 

1 Year T/C (USD/Day)

Newcastlemax (208 000 dwt) $26,500 -$1,500 

Capesize (180 000 dwt) $21,000 -$1,500 

Kamsarmax (82 000 dwt) $23,000 -$2,000 

Panamax (75 000 dwt) $22,000 -$1,500 

Ultramax (64 000 dwt) $25,000 -$2,000 

Supramax (58 000 dwt) $21,500 -$2,000 

Baltic Dry Index (BDI) $2,186

1 Year T/C Dry Bulk

Gas
Chartering

EAST

East freight is descending, and we note a couple of India deals concluded just below the 70 mark. With freight softening and fixing

window being more than two weeks out in time, it seems like charterers with uncovered July cargoes remain relaxed for now. We

expect a handful of unfinished spot business remaining on July dates, mainly for the last decade, to be worked later this week or

beginning of next before we shift focus onto August.

WEST

This week has continued in the same pace that we left the last. At the time of writing, we have only seen one spot fixture so far in

the West at freight levels around USD mid 100s Houston/Chiba and mid 60s Houston/Flushing. The H/F premium is growing and

currently trades at USD 20,000 pd higher than H/C. Although it has been quiet so far this week more fixing is expected as a South

American market player recently came out with a market quote looking for a ship at end July/early August dates.

LPG Rates

Spot Market (USD/Month)

VLGC (84 000 cbm) $1,000,000 $0 

LGC (60 000 cbm) $1,050,000 $0 

MGC (38 000 cbm) $935,000 $25,000 

HDY SR (20-22 000 cbm) $710,000 $0 

HDY ETH (17-22 000 cbm) $820,000 $0 

ETH (8-12 000 cbm) $515,000 $0 

SR (6 500 cbm) $465,000 $0 

COASTER Asia $270,000 $0 

COASTER Europe $380,000 $0 

LPG/FOB Prices - Propane (USD/Tonne)

FOB North Sea/ANSI $735 $0 

Saudi Arabia/CP $750 $0 

MT Belvieu (US Gulf) $637 $7 

Sonatrach/Bethioua $730 $0 

LPG/FOB Prices - Butane (USD/Tonne)

FOB North Sea/ANSI $803 $0 

Saudi Arabia/CP $750 $0 

MT Belvieu (US Gulf) $593 $37 

Sonatrach/Bethioua $825 $0 

LNG Rates

Spot Market (USD/Day)

East of Suez 155-165 000 cbm $59,000 $0 

West of Suez 155-165 000 cbm $50,000 -$9,000 

1 Year T/C 155-160 000 cbm $135,000 $0 

Newbuilding
Activity Levels

Tankers Slow Slow

Dry Bulkers Slow Slow

Others Moderate Moderate

Prices

VLCC $120.0 $0.0 

Suezmax $81.0 $0.0 

Aframax $63.5 $0.0 

Product $43.0 $0.0 

Newcastlemax $66.0 $0.0 

Kamsarmax $37.5 $0.0 

Ultramax $35.5 $0.0 

LNGC (MEGI) (cbm) $228.0 $0.0 

Sale & Purchase
Prices

Dry (5 yr)

Capesize $54.0 $0.0 

Kamsarmax $38.0 $0.0 

Ultramax $34.5 $0.0 

Dry (10 yr)

Capesize $38.0 $0.0 

Kamsarmax $29.0 $0.5 

Ultramax $28.0 $0.0 

Wet (5 yr)

VLCC $78.0 $0.0 

Suezmax $54.0 $0.0 

Aframax / LR2 $51.0 $0.0 

MR $33.5 $0.0 

Wet (10 yr)

VLCC $55.0 $0.0 

Suezmax $39.0 $0.0 

Aframax / LR2 $34.0 $0.0 

MR $24.0 $0.0 

Market Brief
Exchange Rates

USD/JPY 118.50 2.53 

USD/KRW 1235.50 7.25 

USD/NOK 9.24 -0.01 

EUR/USD 1.10 0.00 

Interest Rates

LIBOR USD (6 months) 2.88% 0.04% 

NIBOR NOK (6 months) 1.85% 0.00% 

Commodity Prices

Brent Spot $118.00 $5.50 

Bunkers Prices

Singapore 380 CST $607.5 $9.5 

Singapore Gasoil $1,373.0 -$8.5 

Rotterdam 380 CST $591.0 -$7.5 

Rotterdam Gasoil $1,314.0 -$23.0 

All rates published in this report do not necessarily reflect actual transactions occurring in the market. Certain estimates may be

based on prevailing market conditions. In some circumstances, rates for certain vessel types are based on theoretical assumptions

of premium or discount for particular vessel versus other vessel types.

Disclaimer

http://www.fearnleys.com/disclaimer

